
The Diefenbunker's "H-Bomb"

The  BDU-8/B practice nuclear bomb training shape on display in the Butler Hut is on 
long-term loan from the Canadian War Museum. It is an accurate  representation of the 
actual  B 43 one megaton thermonuclear (H bomb). The USAF and RCAF naturally didn't 
want to use the real thing (live war reserve nuclear bombs) for loading and flight 
training. In the first year of the deployment of the real war reserve nuclear bomb to the 
RCAF in Europe the RCAF spent $571,000 on these practice ballistic shapes for the 
Starfighter pilots to drop at bombing ranges. The bombs were to be 'toss-bombed' onto 
their target to avoid the pilots  getting too much radiation.



The actual live weapons were the last addition to the Canadian nuclear arsenal in Europe
when they first arrived at 4 Wing in Baden-Soellinggen in (then) West Germany in the 
second half of September 1968. Their full complement of these bombs arrived soon after
and the unit was fully operational by 08 October 1968. The Wing had already passed the
training and inspection required  for the operation of the new weapon.

The B43 was the shortest-lived nuclear weapon in the RCAF European service, seeing 
alert duty with the Starfighter squadrons only at the end of the 1960s. By early 1969 the
military was already talkingabout the USAF-planned withdrawal of the Mk 43. Not to be 
left naked in the nuclear world, the RCAF and USAF discussed replacing the Mk 43 with 
additional Mk 28 thermonuclear weapons at 4 Wing.

The casualty and damage rings on the back-lighted map on the wall of the Butler hut 
illustrate the immense power of this 1 megaton weapon if one was to be air-burst about 
800 meters over CFB Leitrim south-east of Ottawa.



One megatons is the equivalent explosive power of 1 million tons of high explosive TNT, 
(about 65 times more powerful than the Hiroshima bomb).
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